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ABSTRACT

In the past years, distributed computing is gaining the popularity due to reduction in execution time and low cost involvement. On the basis of this, Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) is also increasing worldwide with major advantage that it has no involvement of wire and transfer of data can be done by the virtual paths if the existing path is congested. In the present work, MANET is considered in the form of step topology which consists of heterogeneous collection of the devices. The work demonstrates the resources allocation for execution of tasks and it consists of selection of right path if the link failures and by pass link failures. It also consists of the resource management over the new proposed step topology. Entire work is modeled with the help of well known modeling language known as Unified Modeling Language (UML) and model demonstrates the resources allocation for execution of the tasks.
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1. Introduction

In the current scenario, many of the computing labs have been shifted from the centralized computing system to distributed computing system due to several advantages of distributed system. In the distributed system, communication among the nodes called as devices is done by the message passing techniques for sharing of resources, data, etc. Let us first describe the research work available on the execution of tasks in the critical section under the distributed system. In the mutual exclusion, if one process is inside the critical section then no other process or task is allowed to use the critical section. The mutual exclusion of tasks in distributed system are well explained in [1]. Under the mutual exclusion, management of the resources is a very tough task for the operating system. In this connection configuration management, fault management, performance management, security management as well as management of resources are well explained in [2]. A well know reference Tanenbaum [3] has explained the conditions for mutual exclusion i.e. only one process can enter in critical section at a time and only that process utilize the resources other process is not allowed to use the resources. Hwang [4] has explained the handling of tasks under distributed computing environment alongwith the data dependencies during the execution of the tasks. In [5], mutual exclusion of tasks are well described by Milenkovi.

Lamport [6] has described the time and ordering of events according to timestamps for executing the processes under the mutual exclusion for distributed computing system. Later on the mutual exclusion Lamport’s algorithm is modified by Ricart and Agrawala [7]. The problem of mutual exclusion is solved by Maekawa [8] by using the sets and proposed a distributed algorithm for symmetric execution of process. Performance analysis of networks topology in agent based connectivity architecture for decision support system has been explained in [9]. Since in the present work, a new kind of Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) step topology is considered therefore it is necessary to explain some of the important references related to the mobile adhoc network. Cheng and Zhaung [10] have proposed the concept of Downward Vertical Handoff (DVH) which changes the mobile connection to better network. A routing scheme for adhoc wireless networks has been proposed in [11] with the shortest path technique. Johnson and Maltz [12] have proposed the dynamic source routing for the adhoc wireless networks. A lightweight mechanism which is used to perform the effective congestion control was explained by Johnson et al. [13]. Later on the performance of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol is improved by Das et al. [14]. Yu and Li [15] have developed an analytical model for analysis and evaluation of routing algorithms, which helped for studying the performance and characteristics of routing algorithms. Ahuja et al. [16] have explained the swarm intelligence technique which is
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helpful for finding the global solution for network problem.

In the present work a well known Unified Modeling Language (UML) is used to model the resources allocation and many of the researchers have used this platform independent modeling language for the distributed computing system. First time, performance metrics for distributed and parallel applications using UML profiles has been suggested by Plana and Fahringer [17,18]. A well known researcher H. Gomma [19] has used the UML in the various fields. The author has used the UML for distributed, concurrent and real time application concepts of UML. The various aspects and versions of UML are well explained by the Object Management Group (OMG) and available in [20,21]. Recently, Saxena and Zaidi [22] have proposed a static topology for static interconnection of distributed systems by taking variations in cable segments. Routing protocol for adhoc wireless network using backpressure restoration has been proposed by Singh et al. [23]. Krunakaran and Thangaraj [24] proposed a cluster based congestion control protocol for mobile adhoc networks.

In the present work, a UML modeling is used for the resources allocation for the computer systems attached under the distributed environment for the MANET. The systems are arranged by a new kind of topology called as the step topology. Different kinds of the link failures are also observed for the step topology. The different tasks are executed inside the critical section by taking the resources but follow the concept of the mutual exclusion under distributed computing environment. The selection of the path is done with the help of dynamic source routing protocol. UML class and sequence diagrams are also presented for the completion of execution of the process.

2. Background

2.1. Distributed System

Distributed system consists of multiple computers which are interconnected by message passing techniques. Each node connected in the network consists of process and local memory. The message passing technique allows point to point static connection among nodes. Distributed system provides resource sharing, improved performance and reliability and requires low installation cost. Communication is carried out by message passing among nodes are connected through the network. A sample diagram for the distributed network is shown below in Figure 1.

In the above distributed network system, all devices along with resources are attached through the step topology. The devices may be Computer system, laptop, hand held devices, mobile devices and resources are loaded on computer system.

2.2. Resources Allocation and Routing

Under distributed computing system resources can be shared by number of devices attached through the adhoc network represented in form of step topology. When the numbers of systems are connected around the globe then under distributed computing system they can share the resources which are flowing in adhoc network. The category of resources may be file sharing, data sharing, videos sharing, audio sharing etc. In this system if we want to execute the task by taking the device which is allocated at a very far distance then by taking on remote the task can be executed on this device. This is called as the remote access of the devices and sharing of the resources of that device. Under the distributed system the device are shared as represented in the above figure.

From the complete step topology as defined in the [22], authors have taken a segment of five nodes as shown in Figure 2. For each node a routing table is defined according to number of hops as represented in figure. The five nodes can share the resources according to path selection method. If any link failures then the desired node cannot share the resources for execution of a process. In the adhoc network the selection of path is based according to Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), which determines the destination path according the virtual link if the middle link failures or congested in the distributed network.

3. DSR Path Selection Method

Dynamic Source Routing is designed for multihop wireless adhoc networks and in this technique sender determines the path from source to destination node. It is used for small distance between 5 - 10 hops, it is also based on link state algorithm as each node is capable to save the best way to reach destination. If any change appears in network topology then flooding occurs in the network which it controlled by DSR by selecting the virtual route.
for transferring of the data. The different paths from source (N1) to destination (N5) are shown below in Figure 3. The following types of failure may occur:

3.1. Link Failure

From the Figure 1, the five nodes are arranged for sharing of the resources and after execution of process acknowledgements are transferred to desired node. This is shown below in Figure 4. It is observed that when node C fails the primary path ACE is to be removed which shows that A cannot transmit data via link C. Then a virtual path is created by bypass method via route ABYDE which becomes the primary path to transmit the data as shown below in following Figure 4.

3.2. By Pass Link Failure

In this case if the bypass route BY in network fails then A cannot transmit data via link Y and ABYDE route does not come in existence then a virtual by pass link ADE comes in existence and the other route ABCE also comes in existence and then data is transferred to the destination device. This is shown below in the following Figure 5.

From the above Figures 4 and 5, the transfer of data depends upon speed of the network measured as throughput which is the number of useful bits per unit of time. The delivery ratio is given by the following:

In the network, the delay can also be computed as

\[ \text{Delay} = \frac{\text{Number of Packets Received}}{\text{Simulation Time}} \]  

(2)

4. UML Modeling for Resources Allocation

4.1 UML Class Diagram

A class diagram shows the static representation of the research problems in which the numbers of classes are arranged for interaction among them by using association, aggregation, inheritance, etc. A UML class model is designed for allocation of the resources and shown below in Figure 6. As per Figure 2, the five computer systems are arranged in step topology and transferring the data from source node to destination node as per the path selection list represented in Figure 3. The UML class diagram represented in Figure 6 is designed for the N processors in general and it consists of nine UML classes namely Server, Thread, Process, CIN, Processor, Critical_Section,
Resources, Memory and Register. The process is distributed by assigning threads through Thread class on MANET arranged in the form of step topology. Multiple processors are connected and each processor has its own critical section represented as Critical_Section 1, Critical_Section 2, … Critical_Section N. At a time
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**Figure 4. Link failure in step topology.**
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**Figure 5. Bypass link failure in step topology.**
only one process can enter into the critical section and requesting for the grant of the resources handled by class name as Resources. After executing the task, the output is transferred to the Process via Memory and Register classes. In this interpretation the task/process may be treated as the subroutine, subprogram, macro, a segment of program for transferring of data.

4.2. UML Sequence Diagram

A UML sequence diagram shows the dynamic behavior of the system and it shows the working of the system according to the clock of the device which is always moving forward. The vertical lines shows the lifeline of the object which is represented at the top. The objects are initialized and after the use these are automatically destroyed in the dynamic modeling. The difference between the end of the object and the start of the object is the lifeline of the object. The execution time of the process can be represented as the life line of the object assigned to the process. From the literature, it is observed that many of the researches are using the UML sequence diagram for representing the dynamic aspects of the research problems, therefore, a UML sequence diagram is designed for allocation of the resources to the process as represented in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Uml class model for resources allocation.

Figure 7. Uml sequence diagram for resources allocation.
In the sequence diagram, a process object requests for the threads. If thread is available then it is to be assigned to the process and if not available, process will wait for thread assignment. When the thread is assigned it will send the request to the processors for assigning the critical section which are attached under the distributed computing system. If processor is available then it will search for the critical section and as per the availability of critical section the process is executed after getting the resources from the resource object and finally the output data is transferred into the memory and the Memory object sends the output to the Process object. After the completion of execution the Process object is terminated. The entire working of dynamic modeling is shown below.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

From the above work, it is observed that UML is a powerful modeling language used to represent the static and dynamic behavior of the research problem. In the above, link failures in the MANET arranged in a new kind of step topology developed by the authors and procedure for resources allocations is described through the modeling. The present work can be extended by assigning the loads on the each node attached through step topology and speed of data transfer and delay in the packets can be measured. In place of MANET, step topology can be used for the static interconnection of the devices.
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